Anna Geppert

We are Learning About
Study Units: Finish Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Begin Spring, Plants & Insects

Parent Info:
The Genius of Play! This week’s flyer
(see attached) is all about play and
why it is important for young
children. The flyer lists fun activities
you might want to try with your child.

Pentecost Sunday: May 20
Conferences: Most conferences are on Thursday, May
10. If you have not signed up for a conference or you
need a different day or evening time please let me
know.
Last Day Party and Last Day of Preschool: Thursday,
May 24
May Blue Tub Collection: Baking supplies & summer
fun stuff (bubbles, sidewalk chalk, jump ropes, hula
hoops, etc.)

Photo
The preschool children made a spaceship out of a large box
during part of the Reduce, Reuse, Recycle Study Unit!

May, 2018

Preschool Happenings
Last week the preschool children continued
with the Reduce, Reuse, Recycle Study Unit.
They made all kinds of creations out of our
collection of junk. They also made a collage
out of paper scraps and old photos that were
discarded. They made a tin can into a robot
planter. Who knew that things that usually
end up in the trash could be turned into so
many wonderful creations! We read lots of fun
books, one was about Sam the dog who had
lots of great recycling tips. Another one was
called, I Stink! , it was about a garbage truck
who collected ABC trash. I think this was the
favorite with the children.
If you have not turned in your registration for
next year please do so as soon as possible. We
are planning for next year and need to have an
idea what kinds of supplies we need to order
etc. Also, please spread the word we are now
able to offer some free preschool options next
year!
We will have an end of the year party on
Thursday, May 24. If the weather is nice we
will have a picnic outside. There will be a sign
up sheet out if you would like to bring
something to the party.
Thank you all for bringing snack in all year! We
should have enough snack left for the rest of
the month.

